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During the validation for this tool, we determined the minimum paired-end sequencing depth for 
reliable detection of each type of genetic background and the runtime performance across a 
series of sequencing depths. The average runtime performance of each module at the 
recommended sequencing depth using default human or yeast databases is as follows:
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A popular genetic tool in contemporary research is the construction of strains with long insertion 
sequences like those encoding protein epitope tags (3). The EpitopeID module identifies the 
presence of epitopes through alignment to user-provided epitope sequences (including the 
expected sequence of interest). For paired-end data, the inserted sequence can then be localized 
by determining where the mate-pairs of sequences that align to the inserted sequence map to the 
genome.

We ran EpitopeID on thousands of ChIP-seq datasets from 
ENCODE that were generated from strains with eGFP or 
3xFLAG-tagged target backgrounds (4). Across all single-end 
and paired-end eGFP datasets (1,150) and all 3xFLAG 
datasets that were all paired-end (984), only 8 total samples 
did not contain the epitope as reported by EpitopeID. In 
several samples this could be explained by low sequencing 
depth while others may warrant further quality control 
investigation.

Of the paired-end data for which EpitopeID could localize the 
eGFP tag to the gene target, EpitopeID successfully identified 
745/887 datasets (83.9%) as matching the target gene 
metadata from ENCODE. Investigation of these samples with 
conflicting eGFP gene targets indicates that many of these 
samples are potentially mislabeled or that the epitope was 
localized to an off-target region while others may be 
unconfirmed simply due to insufficient sequencing depth.

Instead, the EpitopeID report indicates epitope-tagged gene targets that would swap the target 
gene metadta between the samples. The browser shots above show the paired end read 
alignments to a synthetic ID3-eGFP genome (top) and alignments to a synthetic NR4A1-eGFP 
genome (bottom) where at least one read in each read pair displayed maps to the eGFP epitope 
sequence (LAP-tag).

Both datasets show alignment of reads to eGFP (LAP-tag), confirming the presence of the 
epitope. The top sample shows continuous alignment across the ID3-eGFP locus and no reads in 
the NR4A1 locus, despite being labled as having an NR4A1-eGFP genetic background. 
Conversely, the bottom sample shows continuous alignment across the NR4A1-eGFP locus and 
no reads in the ID3 locus, despite being labeled as having an ID3-eGFP genetic background. 
This demonstrates support for a mislabeling of the actual ID3-eGFP sample as “NR4A1-eGFP” 
and vise versa, validating the results of the calls made by EpitopeID.

This mixup explanation is further supported by other replicates submitted with simlar timestamps 
(presumably processed together) showing similar EpitopeID mix-up patterns while other 
replicates with different timestamps (presumably processed separately) show “correct” metadata 
patterns (EpitopeID identifies other NR4A1-eGFP samples as NR4A1-eGFP).

Cell line contamination has been a challenge since the 1970s when the first human cell line was 
cultured and this continues to be raised as a concern in discussions of reproducibility in research 
(5-9). We built StrainID to perform a substitution SNP-based identification of cell lines by 
leveraging VCF files of known variants (there are publicly available options for common cell 
lines). A score is calculated for each profile in a set of VCF files (i.e. cell line) based on tallies of 
reads containing alternate alleles, reads containing reference alleles, and a sampled background 
score of alternate and reference alleles (10). The best (highest) score indicates the cell line 
variant profile with the best match.

(Right) We also ran StrainID on over ~13,000 ENCODE samples from various cell lines and 
matched its metadata to the cell line with the best StrainID score to flag samples with potential 
contamination or mislabeling. Samples with the best StrainID score conflicitng with its labeled 
background are represented by dots vertically aligned with the labeled cell line and colored by the 
cell line with the best StrainID score.
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The two samples shown below are examples of a likely mixed up or mislabeling somewhere in 
the upstream processing steps. ENCFF671VDI is purportedly from an eGFP tagged NR4A1 
genetic background and ENCFF548RTA is purportedly from an eGFP tagged ID3 genetic 
background. EpitopeID did not localize the eGFP epitope to a the respective loci matching the 
ENCODE metadata.

(Left) There are several factors to consider when DeletionID “fails” to detect a gene/genomic 
interval deletion. The figure above shows the read coverage from several examples including a 
“clean”/successful identification of a gene interval depletion (APE3), two samples for which 
DeletionID was unable to detect the knockout due to low sequencing coverage (VAC17) or the 
gene deletion annotation being discordant with the actual deletion interval (PIR3), a wild type no 
knockout control sample, and the gene annotations within each of the three genomic loci shown.
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Abstract
Confidence in experimental results is critical for discovery. As the scale of data generation in genomics 
has grown exponentially, experimental error has likely kept pace despite the best efforts of many 
laboratories. Technical mistakes can and do occur at nearly every stage of a genomics assay (i.e., cell 
line contamination, reagent swapping, tube mislabelling, etc.) and are often difficult to identify 
post-execution. However, the DNA sequenced in genomic experiments contains certain markers (e.g., 
indels) encoded within and can often be ascertained forensically from experimental datasets. We 
developed the Genotype validation Pipeline (GenoPipe), a suite of heuristic tools that operate together 
directly on raw and aligned sequencing data from individual high-throughput sequencing experiments to 
characterize the underlying genome of the source material. We demonstrate how GenoPipe validates and 
rescues erroneously annotated experiments by identifying unique markers inherent to an organism’s 
genome (i.e., epitope insertions, gene deletions, and SNPs).

A powerful genetic modification of small genome organisms that researchers have used for the 
past few decades is full gene knockouts (1). The DeletionID module surveys a large set of 
genomic intervals (e.g. gene coordinate annotations) and identifies intervals with significant 
depletion over the median coverage of the interval set. This allows the user to confirm genetic 
backgrounds from samples with whole gene knockouts.

Large scale detection of deletions from the
Yeast Knockout Collection (YKOC)

Over 9,000 validated samples of whole-genome 
sequencing (WGS) data from over 4,000 unique 
whole-gene knockouts were run through 
DeletionID (2). The samples that confirmed the 
labeled deletion are visualized in the left heatmap 
while those not confirmed by DeletionID are 
shown on the right heatmap. Each row shows the 
read coverage of one sample centered on the 
expected gene knockout region. The rows are 
sorted by the length of the expected gene 
knockout region with the gene knockout regions 
outlined by the red line.

These heatmaps visualize the read coverage of 
each sample to show that DeletionID can flag 
incomplete knockout strains in real datasets at a 
large scale. Most of the samples flagged by 
DeletionID were discordant annotations of 
knockout region intervals among other reasons 
explored more deeply in the panel below.

Detection of deletions fails for
discordant annotations or low sequencing depth

(Right) The first two rows show the read coverage for two sequencing replicates purportedly from 
strains with the SWT1 gene knocked out (shades of pink). DeletionID did not identify the expecte 
SWT1 knockout and instead called a PNS1 knockout. Below these two samples are two 
replicates from strains with PNS1 knocked out (shades of green) as positive controls, a replicate 
from a wildtype background (gray) as a negative control, and the annotated reference coordinates 
of the SWT1 and PNS1 genes.

unconfirmed localization
142 samples (16.1%)

eGFP-matched localization
745 samples (83.9%)
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(Left) We tested the strain background of ChIP-seq samples from published small scale yeast 
studies  and demonstrated StrainID identifies the appropriate strain background in every sample 
tested (11-12). For large scale yeast studies, our lab has relies on GenoPipe to perform strain 
validation of thousands of ChIP-exo samples and has supported the work of several publications 
(13-14).
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